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Molecular dynamics simulation study of primary damage
in UO2 produced by cascade overlaps
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Abstract

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is used to simulate the primary damage state due to a-self-irradiation in a UO2

matrix. This study is carried out by simulating a set of 5 keV displacement cascades. Primary knock-on atom (PKA) direc-
tion and temperature are found not to influence the creation of point defects and point defects clustering. In the cascade
overlap sequences the number of point defects created saturates as the dose increases. Large clusters of vacancies are
observed toward the end of the overlap sequences. These clusters are stable within the time scale of the MD simulations.
Interstitial clusters are found to be small and isolated.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
PACS: 61.72.Ji; 61.803.Az; 61.80.Lj
1. Introduction

In storage or repository conditions, the uranium
dioxide (UO2) matrix undergoes structural damage
due to self-irradiation. It has been shown that most
of the energy provided by b- and c-decays is dissi-
pated via electronic excitations [1,2]. On the other
hand, a 4 MeV a-particle produces both electronic
excitations and ballistic shocks due to the recoil of
a daughter nucleus. These ballistic shocks lead to
numerous atomic displacements and significant
structural damages. However, even at high energy
irradiations no amorphisation has been observed
[3–5]. The UO2 matrix damage is mainly composed
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of local defects such as vacancies and interstitials.
These defects can gather and cause further disloca-
tions and stacking faults which lead to crack initia-
tion. It is therefore essential to understand this
primary damage state in order to model the long
term behaviour of the material.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is an excel-
lent tool to probe the displacement cascades
produced by a recoil nucleus in various materials (i.e.,
metals [6,7], ceramics [8–11] and glass [12,13]). The
real spatial and time scales covered by such phe-
nomena are on the order of nanometers (nm) and
picoseconds (ps) which correspond to the resolution
available with the current computers.

Previously, MD displacement cascades were
examined on UO2 by introducing a recoil nucleus
of uranium [14,15]. The uranium atom had an initial
energy range from 2 to 80 keV. These simulations
.
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analysed the formation and the spatial distribution
of point defects as a function of initial primary
knock-on atom (PKA) energy. We showed that high
energy projectiles produce several sub-cascades of
lower energies in which the main physical mecha-
nisms involved in the production of the primary
damage are described.

Herein, several cascades of small energy (5 keV)
are used to study the influence of the initial PKA
orientation and the temperature on the creation of
point defects and point defect clustering. We were
also able to examine the primary state damage as
a function of dose by studying cascade overlaps.

For this study carried out at 5 keV a box of
32 · 33 · 32 UO2 unit cells in fluorite structure is
created including 393 216 atoms. This size is neces-
sary to contain the full dynamics of the displace-
ment cascade. The system is then relaxed for 5 ps
with a constant pressure (0 GPa) and constant
temperature (Tref) algorithm. The size of the cubic
box depends on Tref. For the three temperatures
studied here, the values of the lattice parameter
are 0.5469 nm, 0.5472 nm and 0.5475 nm for 0 K,
300 K and 1200 K, respectively. The displacement
cascade is initiated by giving an impulsion to a ura-
nium atom in the center of the box in a given direc-
tion. This atom will be referred later as the primary
knock-on atom (PKA). During the cascade constant
volume algorithm with periodic boundary condi-
tions is applied. The temperature of a 0.3 nm wide
external layer is kept constant at the temperature
Tref by rescaling the velocities to absorb the excess
of the kinetic energy which arises from the cascade.
A variable time step algorithm is also applied to
accelerate the computational time.

The MD calculation was performed using the
Born–Mayer–Huggins like empirical potential cou-
pled with a full Ewald summation to describe the
coulombic part. The interatomic potential was spe-
cifically adapted to reproduce the UO2 structure,
transport properties, and particularly to get realistic
energies associated with the formation and migra-
tion of local defects. Details of the potential and
its validation were reported by Morelon et al. [16].

2. Single cascade

2.1. Influence of the initial direction of the PKA

In order to address the influence of the PKA ori-
entation, 28 cascades of 5 keV have been initiated
with different initial directions of the projectile.
The PKA was accelerated with four different direc-
tions; three in the classical main axis orientations:
h10 0i, h110i and h111i; and one in the h210i direc-
tion. All the systems were thermalized at 300 K.

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the number of dis-
placed uranium and oxygen atoms as a function of
time and direction of PKA (i.e., (a) h100i, (b)
h11 0i, (c) h 111i and (d) h210i). The error bars in
the figures correspond to the standard deviation
calculated among the different cascades in a given
direction. Here, an atom is considered displaced if
it has moved more than 0.1 nm from its initial equi-
librium position. The distance of 0.1 nm is chosen
such that during the thermal spike only atoms leav-
ing their original lattice positions are taken into
account (i.e., atoms vibrating around their current
lattice positions are neglected). The evolution of
the number of displaced atoms is independent of
the direction of the initial PKA (see Fig. 1(a)–(d)).
In each of these figures three phases are observed:
(i) a ballistic phase that lasts around 0.5 ps where
the atoms undergo several collisions and can move
over large distances; (ii) a second phase called the
thermal spike that lasts for approximatively 0.5 ps
where extra kinetic energy brought by the PKA is
dissipated via an elastic wave [15]; and (iii) a relax-
ation phase which corresponds to the recovery of
the crystalline lattice [17–19].

At the end of the simulation the number of dis-
placed atoms is approximately the same for all the
directions, indicating little or no influence of the
initial PKA direction. Overall, the average number
of displaced uranium (87) atoms is approximatively
12 times lower than the average number of displaced
oxygen atoms (1050). Thus, the oxygen sub-lattice is
much more mobile than the uranium sub-lattice.

The influence of the initial PKA direction versus
the number of point defects created was also stud-
ied. At the end of the simulation the displaced
atoms are either located at a crystalline position
or at an interstitial site, no antisites were found.
Consequently, because the number of atom in the
box remains constant, only vacancy-interstitial pairs
are created. The association of a vacancy and an
interstitial, independently of their spatial separa-
tion, is called a Frenkel pair. Fig. 2 depicts the num-
ber of Frenkel pairs (NF) versus the initial PKA
direction found at the end of the displacement
cascades (10 ps). All the systems were thermalized
at 300 K.

The total number of Frenkel pairs created
appears to be independent of the initial PKA direc-
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Fig. 1. Number of displaced uranium (solid lines) and oxygen (dotted lines) atoms for four different initial directions of the PKA: h100i
(a), h110i (b), h111i (c) and h210i (d). The error bars in the figures correspond to the standard deviation calculated among the different
cascades in a given direction.
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Fig. 2. Number of uranium (d) and oxygen (h) Frenkel pairs for
seven simulations per directions (h100i, h110i, h111i and h210i).
The solid lines represent the mean values and the dotted lines its
standard deviations around the mean values.
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tion. The number of uranium Frenkel pairs
(NF(U) = 12.3 ± 2.8) created at the end of the cas-
cades is twice smaller than the number of oxygen
Frenkel pairs (NF(O) = 25.8 ± 4.7). These values
are rather small considering the total number of dis-
placed atoms at the end of the cascade. Moreover,
the ratio of created point defects over the number
of displaced atoms at the end of the cascade is sub-
stantially different between the uranium and oxygen
atoms. 13% of displaced uranium atoms lead to the
creation of a stable Frenkel pair while only 2.28% of
the displaced oxygen atoms create point defects.
This indicates that the oxygen atoms undergo
numerous replacements.

Upon examination of the morphologies of the
cascades and the distance traveled by the atoms,
little dependence is found on the initial PKA orien-
tation. During the course of cascades numerous
collisions undergone by the system along with the
increase of temperature during the thermal spike
render the initial PKA orientation irrelevant. As a
consequence, in the following all the results initiated
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with different initial directions will be treated as sta-
tistically independent cascades.
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2.2. Point defects clustering

A cluster is defined when at least two point
defects of the same type (i.e., two vacancies or two
interstitials) are connected. Point defects are consid-
ered to be connected if the distance between two
vacancies is in the order of 0.237 nm and the dis-
tance between two interstitials is in the order of
0.386 nm. The number of connecting defects defines
the cluster size.

Fig. 3 depicts the cluster size distribution aver-
aged over 28 simulations. The interstitial cluster size
almost exclusively involves 2–3 point defects, while
the vacancy cluster distribution involves clusters
up to 18 point defects. Each cascade has one cluster
of at least seven vacancies. The fractions of vacan-
cies and interstitials in clusters are equal to 69.5%
and 47.9%, respectively. The proportion of clustered
interstitials is consistent with the results found in
metals where this proportion ranges from 40% to
70% (Fe [21–26], Cu [23,26,27], NiAl3 [27] and FeCu
[30]). On the contrary, the proportion of vacancy
clusters is significantly higher than in metals (typi-
cally 10%). Interstitial clusters in metals are sup-
posed to be thermally stable while vacancy clusters
are likely to dissociate at high temperatures which
favor recoveries. During the time scale of our
molecular dynamic simulations no specific diffusion
of the point defects have been observed. Therefore,
most of the vacancies which are created during the
collision phase in the center of the cascade form
rapidly large stable clusters in the core of the cascade.
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Fig. 3. Vacancies (d) and interstitials (h) cluster size distribu-
tions averaged over 28 cascades.
On the other hand, interstitials which are created
only at the end of the thermal spike, as observed
by Stoller [22], and preferentially at the periphery
of the sub-cascade branches form clusters of smaller
size. Further simulations, involving diffusion pro-
cess like kinetic Monte-Carlo need to be carried
out in order to study the stability and the spatial
evolution of these clusters.
2.3. Temperature influence

Molecular dynamics is commonly used to study
the dependence of point defects on temperature.
These studies cover a wide variety of materials (Fe
[20,22–27], Cu [26], Ni3Al [27,28] or SiC [29]) and
small dependences were found between the varia-
tion in temperature and the number of point defects
created. This is also true for UO2. A set of cascades
initiated at 5 keV for three different temperatures
(0, 300 and 1200 K) has been carried out. The num-
ber of point defects created during the cascades is
given in Fig. 4. As seen in the figure for both ura-
nium and oxygen atoms, no noticeable differences
are found for the various temperatures. This simi-
larities have been observed with simulations which
run for over 100 ps. Both interstitials and vacancies
are stable at any of the three temperatures at the
time scale of the MD simulation. Nevertheless, the
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Fig. 4. The number of Frenkel pairs created during displacement
cascades initiated at an energy of 5 keV for three different
temperatures by chemical species: (a) uranium atoms and (b)
oxygen atoms.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the number of displaced atoms for 3 different
temperatures.
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number of displaced atoms increases significantly
with the increase of temperature (see Fig. 5). This
is due to the increase of the atom mobility with
temperature.
3. Cascade overlaps

The accumulation of irradiation doses drives the
accumulation of point defects in numerous materi-
als. Consequently larger defects appear and can
lead to amorphisation and swelling (SiC [31,32]).
Although no amorphisation has been observed in
UO2, even for high doses, it is important to compre-
hend the influence of cascade overlaps in order to
study the long-term behaviour. To study this effect,
7 sequences of 11 overlapping cascades initiated at
5 keV and thermalized at 300 K were carried out.
Each sequence is construct as follow: An initial cas-
cade initiated with a PKA in the center of the box is
run until the end of the relaxation phase (estimated
at 6 ps). Consecutively, a second cascade is run, in
the same box, with a PKA randomly chosen within
a radius of 2 nm from the center of the box with a
different initial orientation. This overlapping pro-
cess is repeated 10 times per sequence. In the fol-
lowing we will denote by ci with i = 0, . . . , 10 the
rank of the overlapping (i.e., C6 denote the 6th
overlaps corresponding to the 7th consecutive
cascade).

Usually, in MD simulations of cascade overlaps
the MDdose is defined as: MDdose = Nd · nc/N,
where Nd = 1034 is the average number of displaced
atoms per displacement cascade, nc is the number of
cascades carried out in the simulation box and
N = 393216 is the total number of atoms. The
MDdose is measured in MD-dpa. In our simulation
the MDdose at the end of the 11th cascade is equal
to 2.63 · 10�2 MD-dpa.

3.1. Number of displaced atoms

The evolution of the numbers of uranium and
oxygen atoms displaced during the cascade overlap
sequence is shown in Fig. 6. No correlation between
the heights of the peaks was found. Cascade overlap-
ping does not influence the number of displaced
atoms during the ballistic phase. The number of dis-
placed atoms at the end of the relaxation phase
increases linearly with the number of cascades. The
average number of displaced atoms at the end of
the cascades is equal to 110 ± 25 for uranium atoms
and 924 ± 138 for oxygen atoms. The behaviour of
the two types of atoms is identical, each cascade acts
like they were independent. The energy brought by
the PKA is dissipated with the same physical process
among the cascade overlap sequence.

3.2. Point defects

As already pointed out, the primary damage state
is represented by the number of Frenkel pairs (NF).
Fig. 7 exhibits the numbers NF created during the
cascade accumulation sequence. The number of ura-
nium and oxygen Frenkel pairs increases during the
first seven cascades. Then it saturates at about 65
uranium Frenkel pairs and 110 oxygen Frenkel
pairs. This evolution suggests that an equilibrium
exists between the creation and the annihilation of
point defects. When the separation distance between
a vacancy and an interstitial is small enough,
recombination takes place. This recombination is
enhanced by the elevated temperature during the
successive thermal spikes. This is in agreement with
Bacon’s studies [23] of spatial cascade overlapping.
The number of Frenkel pairs is related to the heat
produced during the thermal spike. The creation
of point defects is generally related to the evolution
of the volumic mass measured in UO2 matrix under
a-decay irradiation. Therefore, this point defect
saturation could explain the density saturation
phenomenon observed experimentally.

3.3. Point defects clustering

The evolution of the ratio of vacancies and inter-
stitials in a cluster during the overlap sequence is
shown in Fig. 8. Both fractions of vacancies and
interstitials in a cluster increase significantly with
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the MDdose. Nevertheless, as observed previously
the evolution of the number of Frenkel pairs satu-
rates for a high number of cascade overlap. This is
in agreement with previous studies by Bacon et al.
[23] who showed that in SiC two overlapping
cascades form less clusters than two independent
cascades. As shown in Section 2.2, the fraction of
interstitials in a cluster is less than the fraction of
vacancies. Cascade overlapping seems to enhance
this behaviour.

The increase of the number of defects in a cluster
during the overlap sequence is explained by the
fact that the new defects are created preferentially
near the core of the cascade where some clusters
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already exist. Therefore, the probability for these
new defects to be attached to a cluster increases.
Although, this phenomenon could be applied to
both interstitials and vacancies, it is more noticeable
for the vacancies because they are preferentially
created in the core of the cascades.

More specifically the evolution based on the
chemical species increases the fraction of defects in
clusters and this is due essentially to oxygen defects.
Little difference was found during the first cascade
and the eleventh one on the uranium clustering
defect. A constant of 85% of the U vacancies and
65% of the U interstitials are in cluster.

The number of small clusters (i.e., size two or
three) increases with the MDdose. However, the
large clusters increase in size not quantitatively. At
the end of the overlap sequence a stable cluster of
54 connected vacancies is created. This cluster could
be the precursor to small cavities of 2–3 nm size
which play an important role in the precipitation
of the gaseous fission products [33].
3.4. Mean displacement

The average distance traveled by an atom from
its initial position during the cascade overlap
sequence is shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b) for the ura-
nium and the oxygen atoms, respectively. For clar-
ity only the initial (c0), the fifth (c5) and the tenth
(c10) cascade are displayed. The behaviour at the
end of the cascade overlap sequence is identical to
the behaviour after the first cascade. All the peaks
which correspond to the successive nearest neigh-
bors are in phase. Note that the first peak at
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Fig. 9. Distances traveled by (a) uranium and (b) oxygen-
displaced atoms during the cascade overlap sequence.
0.2734 nm in Fig. 9(a) corresponds to the distance
between a uranium atom and its first interstitial
position. The first peak at 0.2734 nm in Fig. 9(b)
corresponds to the first oxygen-oxygen distance
(dO–O). During the cascade overlap sequence the
amplitudes of the three first peaks in Fig. 9(b)
decrease and the amplitudes of the following peaks
increase slightly indicating that the migration of the
oxygen atoms increases. This trend does not appear
for the uranium atoms. Nonetheless, more uranium
atoms are displaced to their third and fourth nearest
neighbor. The oxygen sub-lattice undergoes more
collision sequences and is more mobile than the
sub-lattice of uranium. Consequently, the recon-
struction of the fluorite lattice is relatively fast.
Most of the distances traveled by the displaced
atoms correspond to the first U–U and O–O nearest
neighbours distances which indicated a predomi-
nance of the linear collision sequence. On average
for 90% of the displaced atoms the distance traveled
for both species do not exceed 1 nm at the end of the
cascade overlap sequence.

We have also computed the mean-square dis-
placements (MSD) of the displaced atoms during
the overlap sequence in order to estimate the a ther-
mal diffusion coefficient. Since the PKA covers a
large distance, it is not included in the MSD calcu-
lation. The MSD of the atoms at time t is defined
by: hr2i = hjri(t) � ri(0)j2i where ri is the position
vector of the ith atom. The MSDs reach a plateau
at about 5 ps independently of the species and the
number of overlap.

Fig. 10 gives the calculated final values of the
MSD noted here MSD1 for the uranium and oxy-
gen displaced atoms as a function of the MDdose.
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Fig. 10. Evolution of the final value of the mean square
displacement for uranium (d) and oxygen (h) as a function of
the MDdose.
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The MSD1 increases linearly with the MDdose. The
oxygen MSD1 is larger than uranium MSD1.
This behaviour is consistent with the previous
conclusions.

4. Conclusion

This study has shown no influence of the initial
orientation of the projectile nor of the temperature
on the main feature of the primary damage state,
in particular on the number of atoms displaced
and on the number of Frenkel pairs created. A large
number of vacancies form clusters rather than iso-
lated defects. On the contrary, interstitials are more
isolated at the periphery of each branch of the sub-
cascades. This trend is due to their spatial distribu-
tion during their creation. Furthermore, the oxygen
sub-lattice is more mobile increasing the fraction of
oxygen point defects in the clusters. The cascade
overlaps show a saturation of the number of point
defects created. An equilibrium between the crea-
tion of such defects and their recombination is
obtained after about seven overlaps. Large stable
vacancy clusters of 2–3 nm size is found at the end
of the overlap sequence. The analysis of the mean
distance traveled and the MSDs of each species
shows that the oxygen sub-lattice is affected by the
increase in dose since oxygen atoms are more
mobile and therefore the vacancies are subject to a
greater degree of recombination with interstitials.
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